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PREFACE

The Commission to Study the Drivers License Medical Evaluation Program was created by

Section 18.17 of Chapter 324 of the Session Laws of 1995. The enabling legislation provided that the

independent commission of the General Assembly should study the program operated pursuant to G.S.

2O-9 for the purposes of determining:

"(1) Whether the program should be modified or abolished;

(2) Whether the program should be transferred entirely to the Division of Motor

Vehicles rather than involving reviews by the Commission for Health Services;

(3) How applicants for drivers licenses should be removed from the program when

their conditions improve; and

(4) Whether or not the program addresses the special needs and abilities of senior

citizens. "

This statutory language arose from discussions held during the appropriations process in the

Senate Transportation Appropriations Subcommittee, chaired by Senator Hoyle and in the House

Transportation Appropriations Subcommittee chaired by Representatives Barbee and Bowie. These

discussions focused on constituent inquiries about the operations of the Medical Evaluation Program.

The Commission members were appointed by the President Pro-Tempore of the Senate, Senator

Basnight and by the Speaker of the House of Representatives, Representative Brubaker with Senator C.R.

Edwards and Representative William S. Hian appointed as Co-Chairmen.





COMIVIITTEE PROCEEDINGS

The Commission met four times in the legislative complex in Raleigfr; on January 3, 1996,

February 1, 1996, March 13, 1996, April 2, 1996 prior to the 1996 Session of the General Assembly.

The Commission submitted, through the Co-Chairmen, a bill to be considered by the 1996 Session of the

General Assembly.

The Commission met nvice, on November 12, 1996 and December 10, 1996 and authorized tttis

final report to be submitted to the 1997 Session of the General Assembly with the findings and

recommendations it contains.

The following review of Committee Proceedings is intended to highlight, amplify, and enhance the

minutes of the meetings which are on file in the Legislative Libraries, and not to replace them.

JANUARY 3, 1996

At the first Commission meeting, on January 3, 1996, the Commission began its inquiries into the

Medical Evaluation hogram under the Division of Motor Vehicles with the technical assistance of

medical personnel from the Department of Environment, Health and Natural Resources.

Wayne Hurder the Director of the Division of Motor Vehicles' Drivers License Section and Dr.

Michael Moser, Director of the Division of Epidemiology of the Department of Environment, Health and

Natural Resources provided an overyiew of the Medical Evaluation Program (MEP).

STATUTORY AUTIIORITY

The statutory authority for the MEP is found in the following General Statute Sections which state:

If an applicant shall suffer from any physical defect or disease which affects his or her

operation of a motor vehicle, the Division may require to be filed with it a certificate of

such applicant's condition signed by some medical authority of the applicant's

community designated by the Division. (G.S. 20-7(e))



The Division may issue a license to any person who is afflicted with or suffering from a

physical or mental disability set out in subsection (e) of this section who is otherwise

qualified to obtain a license, provided such person submits to the Division a certificate

in the form prescribed in subdivision (2). Until a license issued under this suMivision

expires or is revoked, the license continues in force as long as the licensee presents to

the Division one year form the date of issuance of such license at yearly intervals

thereafter a cenificate in the form prescribed in subdivision (2), provided the

Commissioner may require the submission of such certificate at six-month intervals

where in his opinion public safety demands. (G.S. 20-9(gXl)

The Commissioner of Motor Vehicles, having good and sufficient cause to believe that

a licensed operator is incompetent or otherwise not qualified to be licensed, may, upon

written notice of at least five days to such licensee, require him to submit to a

reexamination to determine his competency to operate a motor vehicle. (G.S. 20-29.1)

SCOPE OF THE PROBLEM

In North Carolina there have traditionally been three categories of persons who have be entered

into the MEP. The first have been those drivers charged with Impaired Driving offenses. With the

implementation of the Safe Roads Act in 1983 and its amendments, there is now an alternative method

for dealing with persons charged with Impaired Driving offenses. Those persons are required by the

courts to undergo alcohol assessments as part ofthe criminal justice process and their drivers licenses are

either revoked or limited through court action. Prior to the passage of the Safe Roads Act, all drunken

drivers were entered into the MEP, whether or not ttrey had a chronic alcoholism problem or some other

medical problem which could affect their driving abilities, and while there may still be some persons in

the system as a result of drunken driving offenses, they are being screened so that those who were



entered into the program because of an offense, but who do not have some underlying medical problem;

will be removed at their next case review.

The second group of drivers who are in the MEP are persons who have been declared incompetent

by the courts of North Carolina after a judicial proceeding.

The third group of persons are those with diagnosed medical problems which impair their driving

abilities. These persons may be suffering from chronic diseases which subject them to certain symptoms,

such as cognitive impairments, physical weaknesses or impairments, or blackouts, which could adversely

affect ttreir driving and make them a public safety risk. By far the largest number of persons in this

group, and a number that will increase substantially in the future, are the senior citizens of Norttr

Carolina.





IDENTIFICATION FOR ENIRY INTO TIIE MEP

There are four methods by which a driver can be identified for entry into the MEP.

l. DRIVER LICENSE EXAMINER: When an applicant visits a drivers license office, the driver

license examiner may notice something about the individual's physical or emotional condition that causes

the examiner to believe that a medical evaluation is indicated. The applicant may answer questions on

the application that would trigger a referral. The applicant's responses to questions concerning seizure

acdviry in ttre past three years, blackouts, diabetes, cardiovascular problems, and other symptoms ilre

likely to initiate issuance of a medical report form by the examiner. The applicant is then given a form

,to complete.

2. LAW ENFORCEMENT: As a result of an accident, traffic event, or an observation, a law

enforcement officer may recommend to the Driver License Section that a driver be asked to submit to a

medical evaluation.

3. WRITTEN NOTIFICATION BY OTHER PARTIES: A physician, a family member, or a

concerned citizen may notiff the Medical Review Branch that a person may be having some difficulry

which should require evaluation of the person's medical condition. The notification must be signed and

contain a return address so that the Medical Review Branch can determine that the notification is not

spurious or malicious. Upon receipt of a legitimate notification, the driver's license file is sent to a

drivers license examiner and a road test is scheduled with the driver to determine whether further medical

evaluatibn is warranted. Unlike some states, North Carolina does not provide protection to ttle physician

from liability for reporting a patient that the physician thinks is a driving hazard.

4. COURT ORDERED COMMITTAL: A court-ordered committal for substance abuse or an

emotional problem automatically results in action by the Medical Review Branch. The individual's file is

sent to a driver license examiner and a road test is scheduled to determine if further medical evaluation is

warranted.





EVALUATIONS

The following steps constitute how a person is evaluated for entry into and continuation in the

MEP.

STEP 1. The licensee or applicant is given a Medical Review Form to be completed by a

licensed physician. The cost to the driver of getting a medical professional to complete can vary from

between $50 and $150. The cost is borne by the driver.

STEP 2. The completed medical form is forwarded by the driver to the Medical Review Branch,

which records its receipt. The Medical Review Branch forwards a copy of the form (along with any

previous medical data on file) to the Medical Advisor in the Driver Medical Evaluation (DME) Program

in the Injury Control Section, Division of Epidemiology, Department of Environment, Health and

Natural Resources. Since 1968 the Division has used the services of this state agency to provide medical

advice to the Commissioner pursuant to G.S. 2O-2 and G.S. 20-9.

STEP 3. The Medical Advisor staff reviews the forms and distributes the cases to an appropriate

reviewer. The reviewer can be the Medical Advisor herself, a physician extender on the DME staff, or a

physician on contract to DME.

STEP 4. The appropriate reviewer determines whether the data received is adequate to proved an

accurate recommendation to the Division of Motor Vehicles. If the data is deemed inadequate, DME

contacts the driver, in writing, and requests him to submit the additional information. This could result

in the driver making another trip to the physician and incurring additional costs. The Medical Advisor

may also request that an drivers license examiner conduct a road test to determine ttre drivers abilities. If

the driver does not provide the requested follow-up information, drivers license can be canceled or, in the

case of an applicant for a new license, the application will be denied.

STEP 5* With adequate information in hand, the reviewer completes the evaluation and makes a

recommendation to DMV. That recommendation may be Approval with no conditions or restrictions;

Approval with conditions or restrictions; or Denial.



There are eight basic types or driving restrictions that the reviewer may recommend;

Daylight driving only.

No driving on interstate highways.

Speed restrictions.

Distance restrictions.

Destination restrictions.

Class of vehicle restrictions.

Vehicle modification restrictions (e.g. hand controls).

Medical appliance restrictions (e.9. eyeglasses, prostheses).

The drivers file is then refurned to the Medical Review Branch.

STEP 6. Once the DME recommendation is returned to the Medical Review Branch, the file is

reviewed by the Branch manager to determine if the recommendation is consistent with previous actions

or recommendations made in similar cases.

STEP ?. The driver is notified of the action. In cases of approvals and approvals with conditions

or restrictions, the driver may be required to have follow-up medical evaluations done on a

predetermined schedule. This is particularly true when the physical condition is not stable (e.g.

deteriorating vision). The drivers license may be canceled or the application may be denied but in the

case of certain medical problems (e.g. seizures), the person may be told that they can be reevaluated at a

certain future time if they are asymptomatic.



APPEALING A DECISION

Any action taken by the Medical Review Branch may be appealed. Either a denial or an approval

with conditions/restrictions may be appealed. The appeal is taken before the Medical Review Board.

This board consists of two persons licensed to practice medicine in North Carolina, one of whom must be

a specialist in the area of the disability, and a designee of the Division of Motor Vehicles (a Medical

Review Branch hearing officer).

The Medical Review Board hearings are currently held in Raleigh and Newton on a regular basis

with additional hearings in Elizabethtown and Newton when the number of cases justifies it.

An appellant who does not accept the ruling of the Medical Review Board may appeal the decision

to the Superior Coun.





REMOVAL FROM TIIE PROGRAM

Once a person is placed in the MEP, that person is periodically reevaluated. The length of time

between reevaluations depends on the physical or emotional problem that triggered the placement on the

program. There are three circumstanses that automatically trigger a review that can result in removal

from the program.

1. During a periodic review, if a physician (or eye specialist) recommends removal from the

program, that recommendation is carefully considered by the Medical Advisor (or designee) for removal

from the program. Typical examples are:

o Vision problems that have corrected by surgery (e.g. cataract surgery).

o Seizure related problems, where the driver or applicant has been seizure free for

four to five vears.

o Diabetes, particularly where the problem is controllable through diet.

2. A customer may request strongly that we review their file for removal, and if the customer has

a legitimate rationale that is corroborated strongly by ttre physician's statement, the Medical Review

Branch Manager will review the file and make a recommendation for further processing.

3. In cases where a person was placed on the program because of Impaired Driving offenses, if

the person shows that he has been alcohol-free for four years and there are no secondary problems related

to alcohol, the person may be removed. If the driver is suspended for an Impaired Driving offense and is

eligible for a hearing, and there is no evidence of a secondary disability, the individual is removed from

the Medical Review Program in order for the Impaired Driving restoration hearing to be held. If the

hearing officer clears the driver but feels further medical follow-up is necessary, the individuat could be

placed in the MEP again. This type of case is extremely rare, with only one being processed in the first

year of the program's operation.





SPECIAL PROBLEMS OF TIIE SEMOR DRTVER

Safe driving involves the integration of complex motor, visual, and cognitive activities. A single

traffic movement results from many decisions and reactions to myriad visual (and often auditory) stimuli.

In the United States, more than L3% of drivers are over age 65. In North Carolina, more than

12% of the current driver population is over 65 years of age and it is anticipated that by the year 2030,

more than 2l% of the drivers will be over 65. Despite moderate deterioration of mental, motor, optic,

and auditory functions, the elderly usually drive safely, probably because most driving patterns are

learned and become second nature. Thus, performance is impaired only after considerable loss of

function. Furthermore, the elderly tend to drive fewer miles, shorter distances, less at night, seldom

during rush hours, and more slowly and cautiously. Average annual mileage declines steadily with age,

decreasing 64% from age 65 to age 85.

Despite these compensations, elderly drivers have higher rates of traffic violations, collisions, and

fatalities per mile driven than younger drivers, except those drivers in the under 24 year range. It has

been estimated that drivers between 65 and 69 years of age have twice the number of accidents per mile

driven of drivers in the 45 to 49 age range. Drivers 85 and older were 19 times more likely to be

involved in a crash per mile driven than the younger drivers. Two of the most common violations,

failure to yield the right-of-way and failure to obey a traffic sign, probably result from functional deficits

and often lead to collisions, mainly at intersections.

Older drivers tend to fare worse in collisions. The accidents are more likely to involve multiple

vehicles (which may reflect the patterns of driving, such as more daytime than nighttime driving) and to

result in serious injuries and fatalities (which probably reflects underlying frailty, concrurent illnesses,

and impaired recovery).

In assessing an elder's ability to drive, both public safety and the person's independence must be

considered. Many states have laws concerning the obligation of physicians to report impaired drivers.

Yet an inability to drive means a loss of independence because public transportation is usually impractical
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for essential trips, such as food shopping and medical visits. Elders forced to stop driving rely more on

their family for essential trips and reduce their social activities. These elders become depressed more

often than those who continue to drive. Physicians must be aware of tbeir legal role and their social role

and medical obligations before advising elderly persons as to their fihess to undertaking driving.

Evaluation of older drivers should include functional assessment, or road tests, :ts well as

consideration of impact of illnesses and medications on driving.

With age, many functions that affect driving may deteriorate, including muscle strength, reaction

time, mobility, vision, and cognition. Decreased muscle strength, particularly grip strengfh, can pose a

problem. An increased reaction time is also a concern. Reaction time, which increases with the

difficulry or number of choices needs to be evaluated. Range of motion can affect driving. The neck is

often a concern in patients with debilitating arthritic conditions because limited mobility may restrict the

field of view, especially in critical traffic situations. Restrictions of the shoulder, wrist, or elbow can

affect the ability to steer.

Several age-related changes in vision can affect driving. Central visual acuity frequently declines

because of physiological and anatomical changes, such as the increased opacity of &e lens or medical

conditions, such as diabetic retinopathy. Peripheral vision also declines with age similarly to central

vision. The total horizontal peripheral visual field typically declines from 170 degrees in a young adult to

140 degrees by age 50. Because the peripheral retina is less sensitive to low levels of light, rwilight can

be the most difficult time for driving. Drivers with peripheral vision deficits have twice as many

collisions as those with normal vision. Other age-related functional deficits include poor visual

adaptation to light changes, increased sensitivity to glare, declining visual accommodation and

diminishing depth perception.

About 3% of elders between 65 and 74, 14% between 75 and 84, and more than 20% over 85

have moderate degrees of cognitive impairment. Those with such impairment may not fully recognize

their limitations, and elderly drivers with mild to moderate dementia have a fivefold greater risk of

collisions. Mild dementia causes attention deficits which play a part in these collisions. The three types
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of attention deficits that contribute to collisions are selective attention, or the ability to shift focus

between competing stimuli; divided attention, the ability to process two or more stimuli at once and make

an appropriate response; and sustained attention, an endurance in alertness.

Functional assessment is usually considered more relevant than a medical diagnosis in determining

a person's fitness to drive. Nonetheless, some conditions, such as coronary artery disease, neurologic

disease, and diabetes mellitus, as well as the use of certain medications that can cause sedation warrant

special consideration.

Although a doctor informing the Division of Motor Vehicles about a disability may violate

confidentiality, many states sanction such actions when public safety is irnperiled. About 30% of the

sbtes have laws and policies that mandate the reporting of impaired drivers and many states have laws to

protect physicians from legal liability when reporting such drivers. The principal legal concern is

forseeabiliry (the ability to predict a risk or threat to the public safety and health) which is particularly

relevant for drivers with obvious impairments.

The Commission considered one of its mandates, to determine whether or not the Medical

Evaluation Program should be abolished or modified, and determined that the public safety of North

Carolinians requires a program to evaluate drivers with medical conditions that might affect their abilities

to drive safely.

Doctor Ronald lrvine, the State Healt]r Director, raised the issue of the General Assembly

passing a statute to grant licensed physicians limited immunity from civil suit for reporting medically

impaired drivers to the Division of Motor Vehicles.

FEBRUARY I, 1996

The next meeting, held on February 1, 1996 started with a report from ttre Committee Counsel

who had attended a joint meeting of representatives from the Division of Motor Vehicles and the

Department of Environment, Health and Natural Resources. He reported that, as a result of attending the

meeting, he could assure the Commission that the all actual and perceived problems with the Medical

Evaluation Program were being carefully considered by very committed and dedicated people and ttris
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with the continued support of the General Assembly, the program will improve. He also indicated that

after consulting with the people and agencies involved, he felt that most of the chaDges would be

administrative in nature and the General Assembly might not have to address the issue through

amendments to the General Statutes.

As a result of the potential impact of the aging driver population, the United States Department of

Transportation conducted a study of the Medical Evaluation Programs in the various states.

Three states (Alaska, Idaho, and South Dakota) have no formal medical evaluation process

involving either a program or a medical advisory board. Medical standards are either defined by law or

have evolved over time and the Department of Motor Vehicles makes a determination based on the

results of a physical examination conducted by the drivers personal physician.

Five states (Arkansas, Montana, Nebraska, New Hampshire, and Vermont) have medical review

procedures in which non-medical administrative staff are responsible for reviewing driver medical

qualifications. In Montana there is a review board of the chiefs of the Highway Patrol, Driver

Improvement, and Driver Services with a DMV attorney to assist.

In thirteen states (Colorado, Delaware, Iowa, Kansas, huisiana, Massachusetts, Mississippi,

New Mexico, North Dakota, Rhode Island, South Carolina, Tennessee, and West Virginia) the medical

review process is minimal, but a medical advisory board exists which serves as a consultant on individual

cases, either at licensure or on appeal if a license has been denied.

The next group of states have medical review units, with five categories of programs within this

grouping. They share the common element of having permanent, trained, non-medical staff, but differ in

the level of medical input they receive. The number of professional staff vary from one to as many as

130. The size of the program depends on a number of factors including the size of the driver pool

requiring medical evaluation, the overall scope of driver licensing activities, and available financial

resources. Two states (Ohio and Washington) have designated medical sections responsible solely for

reviewing medical issues, and evaluating applications. Neither of these states has a medical advisory
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board although they do have access to ad hoc consultants. Two states (Connecticut and Oregon) have no

medical advisory board but do have health department or medical association liaison.

The largest number of jurisdictions, nineteen, fit into the category of states with medical advisory

boards. These states (Alabama, Arizona, Georgia, Hawaii, ilinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Maine,

Maryland, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Nevada, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, Texas,

Utah, and Wyoming) have medical review units varying from one professional staff person to ten or

more. In several states the unit's head is a nurse. About nvo-thirds of these states the Medical Advisory

Board has the dual function of advising on medical and vision standards and on reviewing individual

cases.

Three states (Florida, Oklahoma, and Virginia) have both an active functioning Medical Advisory

Board and physician consultant hired by the Department of Motor Vehicles on a full or part-time basis.

Three states (California, North Carolina, and Wisconsin) were singled out because they have

medical evaluation programs with medical review activities beyond ttre traditional scope. California has

20 driver safety offices throughout the state with almost 140 Driver Improvement Analysts who are

responsible for reviewing and evaluating applicants for medical impairment. California's recently

constituted Medical Advisory Board is responsible for establishing medical guidelines. California

maintains a permanent research office with full time qualified professionals who amlyze all accidents and

contributes to the driver licensing policies by interacting with the Medical Advisory Board.

In Wisconsin, the Commission on Safe Transportation of the Wisconsin State Medical Society

serves, at the invitation of the DMV administrator as the Medical Advisory Board. The MAB has been

very active in establishing policy and guidelines for medical review which have become the DMV

standards. ln turn, the DMV has used the state medical sociery as a key channel through which to reach

physicians concerning matters related to driver impairment.

North Carolina's program is described as multifaceted. In addition to a full time, professionally

staffed Medical Review Unit, there is a 36-member Medical Advisory Board with broad objectives, and a

separate Medical Review Board which is responsible for appeal cases.
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North Carolina's program appears to be in the forefront of Medical Evaluation Programs in the

United States.

MARCH t3, IX

The next meeting of the Commission was held on March 13, 1996 in Raleigh. The Commission

considered proposing a draft of a bill to the 1996 Session of the General Assembly that would provide for

limited immunity from civil liability for physicians reporting patients that should be medically reviewed

by the Division of Motor Vehicles.

The Commission Counsel reviewed the legislative histories of the three bills that had been

introduced in the 1985, 1987, and 1989 sessions of the General Assembly, but which had not passed the

initial house in any case. The Commission Counsel discussed a new bill that was based on the contents

of the previous bills. G.S. 8-53, entitled "Communications between physician and patient" establishes

the evidentiary rule of confidentiality between those two parties. That section provides that only the

patient may waive the confidential relationship; and t[at the newly drafted provision would exempt the

providing of the patient's name, address, and diagnosis to the Division of Motor Vehicles from the

confidentiality provisions. He pointed out that there is already a limited disclosure requirement in the

case of possible child abuse, as required by G.S. 8-53.1. The proposed legislation provides that the

limited liability waiver language is very similar to language in G.S. 7A-550 which grants a similar

waiver to physicians reporting child abuse.

The Commission considered the proposed draft and asked the Commission Counsel to redraft the

bill to provide the waiver of liability for all licensed medical services personnel rather than just

physicians.

APRIL 2,I9It6

The next meeting of the Commission was held on Apil2, 1996 in Raleigh.

The Commission considered the redrafted medical care provider limited liabitity waiver for

reporting name, address, date of birth, and diagnosis to the Division of Motor Vehicles and the bill was

recommended for introduction in the 1997 Session of the General Assembly.
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The Commission then focused on the special problems of the elderly driver. The Commission

Counsel reviewed ttre facts previously stated in this section of this report relative to the older driver. He

concluded his report with the following two statements:

There is a need for balance when dealing with the elderly driver. On one hand, we have to

consider the public safety issues of the elderly who have their abilities reduced as a result of natural

deterioration as a result of aging and on the other hand, North Carolina does not have the comprehensive

system of public transportation like some other states and larger cities.

The auttror of a 1994 study on this topic, Mr. Villeneuve stated: "I discovered the enormous

misery that is generated by the loss or threatened loss of mobility. Many drivers simply will not discuss

fte future without a car....Those who were unfit to drive denied their functional status and continued to

drive in defiance of their families because independent mobility was central to their definition of self.

Dr. Broadhurst, the Medical Advisor to the Drivers License Medical Evaluation Program,

Division of Epidemiology, DEHNR, stressed that her Department tries ro allow drivers with medical

impairments to drive as long as possible. She said that the focus is on maintaining autonomy and

independence. She discussed maximizing highway safety for the older driver and some of the medical

impairments commonly found in the older driver.

She reviewed nationwide trends of the elderly driving population and said ttrat these trends apply

to North Carolina, as well:

By the year 2020 the number of drivers over rhe age of 75 will double to more than

17 million nationwide.

Fifty percent (50%) of this population will suffer impairments such as cararacrs,

dementia, and other illnesses that will impact their driving ability.

Eighty percent (80%) of these people will take medication that may possibly impair

their ability to drive.

These drivers will drive over 84 billion miles a year, and 887o of them will rely on

private automobiles to get around.
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She also higilighted positive points of the older driving population. She said that they drive the

least number of miles and have the lowest number of accidents. They rarely drive without their license,

rarely speed, rarely drink and drive, and rarely disregard traffic laws. She concluded that the problem is

not the age of the driver, but that advanced age is a marker for the medical impairments that they tend to

have, that these drivers have more accidents per miles driven, and that .46% of. them are likely to dies

as a result of an accident as compared with .21% n the other driving populations when involved in

accidents.

Dr. Broadhurst suggested that in the future, the following licensing solutions, used in other states,

should be considered in North Carolina:

o Frequent renewal intervals for older (65 or older) and younger (under 2l) driving

populations.

o Imposed vision, knowledge, and road tests for drivers over 65 years ofage.

o Random medical examinations for drivers over 65 years of age.

The Commission heard form Cliff Crandell, AARP State Coordinator for the S5Alive/Mature

Driving Program. He described the program to the Commission as a program that is specifically based

on the needs of drivers over 50 years of age. The curriculum includes recognizing the mental and

physiological changes that occur with aging and how to compensate for them while driving, review of

driving principles, review of road signs, rules of the road, special driving situations, medications and

alcohol, and warning signs that indicate when it may be time to quit driving.

He noted that the AARP recognizes the problems of the older driver, but takes the position that

age is not a fair or valid criterion on which to base driver licensing because of the wide variation in the

rate, timing, and severity of the aging process.

He concluded by saying that while most efforts to solve the problems of the elderly driver result in

restricting or limiting driving, AARP has developed an 8 hour classroom refresher course that is

specifically designed to help the older driver recognize the reduced visual acuity, hearing loss, and
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slower reaction time that comes with aging, and how to compensate for them. This, he said, rewards all

of us with safer streets and highways, reduced accidents, and lower demands on the health care system.

NOVEMBER 12,1996

At this meeting the representatives of the Division of Motor Vehicles and the Department of

Environnent, Health and Natural Resources reviewed the contents of the joint proposal for the

enhancement of the Medical Evaluation Program contained in Appendix C of this repon. Each of the

recommendations was discussed and it was decided to recommend two bills to the 1997 General

Assembly.

The Committee recommended that the bill that was recommended by the Committee to the 1996

Session of the General Assembly (SB 1104) which was not enacted, be reintroduced for reconsideration.

The Committee recommended that the budgetary requests to support the programmatic

improvements in the Medical Evaluation Program, including additional funds for personnel, equipment,

public education, personnel education, and research srudies, as described in Appendix C be prepared as a

bill for introduction in the 1997 Session of the General Assembly.

December 10, 1996

The Committee heard from the Butch Elkins, Legal Counsel to the Govemor's Advocacy Council

for Persons wi*r Disabilities on that body's concerns about granting limited immunity from liability for

medical care providers who inform the Division of Motor Vehicles of the name, address, date of birth,

and diagnosis of persons who might need a review of their driving abilities due to disabilities. After

much discussion, Senator Horton clearly explained the need for the bill in that some communications

between medical care providers and patients are confidential pursuant to statute. The patient has the right

to determine whether or not the information is revealed and if the medical care provider reveals the

information without the prior authorization from the patient, the patient could sue the medical care

provider for malpractice. The proposed bill would allow medical care providers constrained by statute

from revealing information to DMV, to provide the DMV with the name, address, date of birth, and
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diagnosis when, in the judgment of the medical care provider it is necessary for the safety of the patient

and the motoring public that a review of the patient's driving abilities be undertaken. The information

provided to the DMV may trigger that inquiry into the patient's driving abilities, and that inquiry

procedure contains all of the due process protections that the Governor's Council was concerned about.

The Committee directed that the bill be rewritten to apply only to those medical care providers who are

limited by stanrte from freely revealing the information to rhe DMV.

The Comminee voted that with the directed changes, that the final report be prepared by the

Committee Counsel and submitted to the 1997 Session of the General Assemblv for consideration.
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FINDINGS AND RECOMME}IDATIONS

TIIE COMMISSION FINDS that the Medical Evaluation Program administered by the Division

of Motor Vehicles with the assistance of the Department of Environment, Health and Natural Resources

is a very important progr:rm, which will become increasingly critical in the funre, with the aging driving

population, and that it should be enhanced to assure greater public safety on our highways.

TIm COMIIITTEE RECOMMENDS that the Medical Evaluation Program in the Division of

Motor Vehicles be continued and that the programmatic changes and improvements that have been begun

be continued in the furure.

THE COMMISSION flNDS that the joint recommendations of made by Michael Moser, M.D.,

Director, Division of Epidemiology and Wayne Hurder, Director, Driver License Section, DMV

contained in a document entitled "Proposals to Improve North Carolina's Driver Medical Evaluation

Program,' dated November 4, 1996, and incorporated in this report as APPENDIX C be included in a

bill to be introduced in the 1997 Session of the General Assembly.

TIIE COM}ISSION RECOMMEhIDS that the proposals contained in APPENDIX C of this

report be fully funded by the 1997 General Assembly as an investment in continuing and enhancing the

public safety of this state by allowing for the better identification of those individuals that may pose a risk

to the safety of the motoring public because of medical conditions that limit ttreir driving abilities.

THE COMMISSION FINDS that certain medical care providers are prevented, by statute, from

identifying patients that may have difficulties driving motor vehicles, and may pose a risk to the safety of

the motoring public and that the attached draft, found in Appendix B, which will aid the identification of

persons who should be subject to the Medical Evaluation Program be submitted to the 1997 General

Assembly for consideration.

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS the passage of the attached draft which would gmnt to

medical care providers constrained by statute from revealing otherwise confidential information to the

Division of Motor Vehicles a limited waiver from legal liability for identiffing to the Division of Motor
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Vehicles the name, address, date of birth, and diagnosis of persons that may pose a threat to the motoring

public because of identified medical conditions that may affect their driving abilities.
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APPENDIX B

This appendix contains the two bills recommended by the Comrnission to the 1997 Session of the
General Assembly.





DH

GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF NORTH CAROLINA

sEssIoN 1996

l997RlDRFor698.1
(THrS rS A DRAFT AND rS NOT READy FOR INTRODUCTTON)

Short Title: (Public)

Sponsors: Representative Hiatt

Referred to:

A BILL TO BE ENTITLED
AN ACT TO PROVIDE LIMITED IMMUNITY FOR PHYSICIANS AND PSYCHOLOGISTS

PROVIDING MEDICAL INFORMATION ON DRIVERS TO THE COMMISSIONER OF
MOTOR VEHICLES.

The General Assembly of North Carolina enacts:
Section 1. Article 2 of Chapter 20 of the General Statutes is amended by adding a new

section to read:

"[ 20-9.1. Phvsicians and psvchologists nroviding medical information on drivers with phvsical
and mental disabilities.

(a) Notwithstandine G.S. 8-51 for phvsicians and G.S. 8-51.3 for psvcholoeists. or any other law
relatine to confidentialitv of communications between phvsicians or psvcholoeists and their patients. a
phvsician or a osvcholoeist dulv licensed in the State of North Carolina mav disclose to ttte
Commissioner information about a patient who has a mental or phvsical disabiliw that the phvsician or
psvcholosist believes mav affect the oatient's abiliw to safelv olrerate a motor vehicle. This information
shall be limited to the patient's name. address. date of birth. and diaenosis.
(b) The information orovided to the Commissioner pursuant to subsection (a) of this section shall be
confidential and shall be used onlv for the pumose of determinine the qualifications of the oatient to
operate a motor vehicle.
(c) A physician or osvcholoeist disclosing information pursuant to this section is immune from anv civil
or criminal liabilitv that mieht otherwise be incuned or imposed based on the disclosure provided that the
physician or psvchologist was actine in eood faith and without malice. In anv proceedine involvine
liabilitv. good faith and lack of malice is presumed and must be proven bv the complainant."

Section 2. This act is effective when it becomes law.
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DRAFTER'S NOTES: Current statutes provide that of all of the medical care providers, only
physicians and psychologists have a duty to keep confidential all information they derive from their
patients. It would be an act of malpractice for a doctor or a psychologist to reveal any of this
information without the prior approval of the patient. There may be some circumstances when the doctor
or the psychologist feels that it would be inappropriate to seek the prior approval of the patient to release
the information. Without this bill, an act of malpractice would subject the doctors and psychologists to
possible lawsuits for breaching their dury of confidentiality.

This bill will allow the doctors and psychologists to reveal the only name, address, date of birth, and
diagnosis of a patient to the Commissioner of Motor Vehicles if the doctor or psychologist believes that the
patient has a mental or physical condition that might affect their driving abilities. The information, when
provided to the Commissioner becomes confidential and is not treated as a public record so it cannot be
used except for the Medical Evaluation Program. Once the information is received by the Commissioner,
and verified, then the procedures for placing the person in the Medical Evaluation Program would be
triggered, with all of the due process notices and hearings that are a part of the Program.
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DH

GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF NORTH CAROLINA

SESSION T997

1997RrDRFo1701.1
(THIS rS A DRAFT AND rS NOT READY FOR TNTRODUCTTON)

Short Title: Medical Evaluation Program Funds (Public)

Sponsors: Representative Hiatt

Referred to:

A BILL TO BE ENTITLED
AN ACT TO APPROPRIATE FUNDS FOR THE CONTINUATION AND ENHANCEMENT OF

THE MEDICAL EVALUATION PROGRAM IN THE DIVISION OF MOTOR VEHICLES AS
RECOMMENDED BY THE DRIVER MEDICAL EVALUATION PROGRAM STUDY
COMMISSION.

The General Assembly of North Carolina enacts:
Section l. There is appropriated from the Highway Fund to the Division of Motor

Vehicles the following ftrnds for the designated purposes for the 1997-98 fiscal year to implement the
recommendations of the Driver Medical Evaluation Program Study Commission.

(l) Fifu-five thousand dollars ($55,000) for an education program to assist older drivers based

upon the American Association of Retired Persons' (AARP) "55 Alive" Program; a new

collaborative effort between the AARP, the Division of Motor Vehicles (DMV), the Driver

Medical Evaluation Program (DME), and the Injury Control Section of the Depanment of
Environment, Health and Natural Resources (DEHNR).

(2) Ten thousand dollars ($10,000) to print and distribute educational pamphlets to explain the

Driver Medical Evaluation Program and how participants can be released from the program.

(3) Five thousand dollars ($5,000) to establish and maintain a Web Page on the Internet for

DMV, including information on the Driver Medical Evaluation Program.

(4) Seventy-nine thousand eight hundred eighty-nine dollars ($79,889) to fund an additional DME

Health Physician II to review cases.

(5) Twenty-nine thousand two hundred dollars ($29,200) for a contract with SIPS for computer

support for DMV's Medical Imaging System ($10,400) and analyst programming services

($l9,4oo).
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(6) Twenty-five thousand two hundred dollars ($25,200) for point to point data communicationS

costs to comply with Medical Imaging System operating requirements.

(7) Three thousand dollars ($3,000) to provide for annual training for members of the Medical

Review Boards to keep them current on medical information included in the updated N.C.

Phvsician's Guidelines for Driver Medical Evaluation.

(8) Fifty thousand dollars ($50,000) for ongoing research to establish and veriff the effectiveness

of the Drivers Medical Evaluation Program in preventing accidents and improving the safety

of the motoring public.

(9) Seven thousand dollars ($7,000) to allow the DMV to periodically conduct Medical Review

Customer Satisfaction Surveys before and after the Medical Imaging System is fully
implemented to document the improvements in customer service and to seek feedback from

affected drivers.
Section 2. This act is effective when it becomes law.

DRAFTER'S NOTES: This bill provides the funding to implement the joint recommendations of the
Division of Motor Vehicles and the Department of Environment, Health and Natural Resources for the
continuation and enhancement of the Driver Medical Evaluation Program. The full text of the
recommendations presented to the Commission begin on the next page of this report.
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APPENDIX C

Stote of North Corolino
Deoortment of Environment.
Heolth ond Noturol Resources
Division of Epidemiology

Jomes B. Hunt, Jr., Governor
Jonothon B. Howes, Secretory
Michoel Moser, M.D., M.P.H.

DEHNR
Injury Control Section

(919) 7rs-6443

MEMORANDT.IM

TO : Ken Levenboolq Legislative Services Office, N.C. Creneral Assembly

FROM : Mchael Moser, MD, Director, Division ofEpidemi orcW%,tf/^*
Wayne Hurder, Director, Driver License Section, 

"*,//fl
DATE : November 4, 1996

SUBJECT : Proposals to Improve North Carolina's Driver Medical Evaluation Program

Based upon joint discussions between the staffs of Division of Motor Vehicles (Dtvf\D and the

Driver Medical Evaluation (Dl"C) Progranl there are three broad objectives that we believe will
improve the safety of the driving population. They are as follows:

OBJECTI\IE 1 I To increase our education efforts for drivers- family members and physicians

The Driver Medical Evaluation Program currently reviews about 20,000 caies per year. A
sizeable number of these cases are elderly drivers who have a least one medical condition that

warrants review. State census projections estimate that benrreen 1990 and 2110, the state's

population of 50 years and older will increase by 57 percent to nearly 2.7 million or about one out

lf .rr".y three North Carolinians. This increase will be especially great at ages 85 and older as that

populaiion is expected to double to over 153,000 . While older drivers are not inherently unsafe

briu.tr, their physical ability and mental alertness may deteriorate over time until it affects their

capacity to drive safely. Family members and personal physicians can and should play an

important role in counseling the physically frail or cognitively impaired drivgr concerning their

limitations and the need to self-restrict their driving patterns or to stop driving.

A) Re-introduce the Limited Immunity Bill (S-1104) from the short session.

B) Expand recent efforts to educate physicians and other health care providers on

their role in counseling driverVfamily members on apPropriate self-restriction

(conferences, annual meetings, Area Health Education Centers continuing

education programs, etc.). Full implemtation of this activity will require

P.O. Box 27687, Roleigh.
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additional stafftime. See request under Objective 2-A

C) Pilot an educational campaign aimed at older drivers based upon AAA's
"55 Alive" progam. This would be a new collaborative efFort between AARP,
Dlvfv, DME and the Injury Control Section. @st. cost $ 50-60,000 per year )

D) Conduct educational programs for DlvfV driver examiners and tfghway
Patrol Officers on the appropriate guidelines for referring drivers to the Driver
Medical Evaluation Program (presentations at annud meetings, training
sessions, etc.).

E) Print and distribute education pamphlets on the Driver Medical
Evaluation Program. (\llhy drivers are referred to the prograrn, examples of
what medical conditions may warrant a referral, consequences, appeds rights
and discharges). @st. costs $10,000 peryear)

F) Review text ofDlvfl/-DME conespondence with drivers referred to thc
Driver Medical Evaluation Program for clarity, brevity, etc. Include or add

information sheet or the DME pamphlet on why they have being followed
and under what circumstances they could be dropped from the program.

G) Create WEB page for DMV to provide driver license information to the public
as well as information on the Driver Medical Evduation Program. Specific
guidelines on physical conditions and impairments could thus be made available
to drivers and their families as well as to medicd care providers who wish to
counsel their patients. Site would be maintained by DN{V with DME input.

@st. costs $5,000)

OBJECTM 2 : To reduce the existing backlog of DlvfV cases to be reviewed and to obtain

SIP's computer support for DME's conversion to the new DlvfV Medical Imaging System.

DME must be sufficiently staffed to process and review an annual case load of 20,000 cases.

Currently there are only two FTEs funded in DME to review cascs including one that is the
Section Chief. To be minimally staffed, DME needs to hdve three FTEs to review about 150 cases

each per week (150 x 48 weeks x 3 reviewers = 21,600 cases). At present, DME is contracting
with two physician assistants for the review of cases (at $4 per case) using the lapsed salary from
vacant DME positions. Once DME is fully staffed, both the increasing case load and the growing

complexity of the cases will necessitate that existing staff focus solely on case reviews to the

exclusion of quality assessment, data analysis, review, physician urd family educatior\ etc.. In
addition while the impact ofthe Medical Imaging System will improve the mechanics (legibility of
records, linking and accessing of records etc.) of case review, it will actually slow down the

rwiew process while the reviewer accesses the different DI{V computer screens to reference

records and to enter recommendations.

System Integration support is needed from SIPS for the installatioq conversion and operational
support of DlvfV's new Medical Imaging System in DME.



A) Fund an additional DME physician to review cases @st. costs of a Public
Hedth Physician II is $65,452 in szrlary and $14,437 in fringe benefits).

B) Contract with SIPS for DME OS/2 computer support ofDlvfV's Medicd
Irnagng System ( $20 per hour x l0 hours per week x 52 weeks = $10,400)
and for SIPS analyst programming services ($80 per hour for six weeks:
$19,400).

C) Increased DME point to point data communications costs to comply with the

Medicd Imagng System operating requirements ($ 2,100 per month x 12

months = $25,200)

OBJECTITT/E 3 ; To develop ajoint @MEIDM$ quality assurance proSram that values both

the personal dignity of drivers and the safety needs of the dnving public

Program staff will jointly examine each step in the DN{V-DME review and evaluation cycle to

determine if there are changes that can simplify the process for all participants while maintaining

high standards of public hedth safety. The full implementation of the Medical Imaglng System

will permit the tracking of program outcomes that have previously not been available for review

by senior DMV-DME management. Quality assurance efforts will also need to encompass the

concepts of peer review between DME case reviewers, the DlvfV's Medical Evaluation

Coordinator and the members of the Medical Review Board.

A) DNfV-DME staffwill jointly need to design monthly reports that provide useful

surnmary program statistics and customer service benchmarks. For example,

DME would like to have a monthly qudity control check on the find
disposition of cases by the DlvfV's Medical Coordinator when DME's
recommendations are either changed or modified as well as those situations

when cases which ue being decided upon without any DME review or
recommendation.

B) DME medical staffneed to constantly stay abreast of current trends in driver
medical evaluation to ensure that the N.C. Physician Gridelines for Driver
Medical Evaluation are kept curent with the "state of the art" medicd practices

and so that DME can make sound recommendations on driver cases and to
private practioners who counsel their patients based on DME guidelines. The

above guidelines will need to be updated, reprinted and distributed to
physicians on a regular basis (3 year cycle) to keep curent with changes in

medical practice. Physician members of the Medical Review Boards need to be

included in this process through annual meetings of board members.@st. costs

$3,000 / yr)

C) Perhaps most importantly, we need to conduct research into how implementing

the 1995 Physician Guidelines have affected crash rates among drivers assigned

to the Driver Medical Evaluation Program. One method to accomplish this



would be to take the driving histories of all new drivers referred into the DME
program in 1996 and compare their driving history for 2 yean before and2
years after their DME evaluation to examine the crash history and violation
rates of these drivers. A similar design was used zuccessfitlly in the eady

1980s to evaluate the NC DME prograrn. That study did show the program's

succe$i in reducing crash rates for nearly all medical conditions studied. The

study design has been published and the methodology peer-reviewed. Imaging

could be used to facilitate this process, however, octensive personnel and time

outside the scope of the current DME budget will be necessary to complete

the study. This is a lengthy urd difficult process urd few states have the

capacity or inclination to undertake such a complex study. But its results

would yield benefits to N.C. driving public and attract nationwide interest

@st. costs by lfighway Safety Research Center is $50,000).

D) Dlvfv would like to periodically conduct Medical Review Customer

Satisfaction Surveys before and after the Medical Irnagng System is fully

implemented to document their improvements in customer service, seek

feedback on participants attitudes, etc. @st'costs $7'000)'

Please note that while we have attempted to assign an estimated cost to each itenr" there are

hidden time-manpower costs associated with each proposal that will atrect DME's capacity to

review its caseloid of 20,000 cases per year. The funding requests listed under Objective 2-A

are based primarily on estimates of capacity needed to ded with quality assurance expansion and

the new DIvfV imaging technology .

If there are any questions about any of the proposals or if you wish additiond details, please let us

know. We lookiorward to a discussion of these items when you have the oppornrnity.




